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(This guest column appeared on page A4 of the Skagit Valley Herald (Opinion) on 2021-12-31.) 
 
An electric ferry is a compromise 
By Brent Morrison 
 
Skagit County seems poised to build a new electric ferry.1 An electric ferry offers some benefits, but 
it also has some drawbacks because every design decision is a compromise. 
 
Our commissioners resolved that the new Guemes ferry should be “safe, reliable and affordable” 
with “environmental benefits.”2 This column summarizes the design compromises in terms of these 
four traits, based on Skagit County’s publicly available reports3 and other credible sources. Cost and 
emissions comparisons were available for a 32-car ferry; the county later downsized to 28 cars.4 
 
1. Safety. Skagit County’s emergency response standards are “easily achieved on a diesel-powered 
ferry” (Transportation System Assessment)5 but “difficult to meet” (Concept Design Report)6 on a 
battery-powered ferry because batteries store less energy than diesel does.7 
 
2. Reliability. A diesel ferry8 is at least 50% more reliable than an electric ferry9 because diesel 
technology is proven, common and simple.10 Many of today’s electric ferries share their routes with 
other ferries, a road alternative or both.11 Guemes Island has one ferry and no road alternative. 
 
3. Affordability. Relative to a diesel ferry, an electric ferry costs $6 million more to build, and it saves 
$3 million in lifetime operating costs, creating a net loss of $3 million.12 By trying to purchase the 
ferry entirely with state and federal funds, Skagit County may avoid the $6 million construction loss 
and pass the $3 million operating savings to the state agencies and ferry riders who ultimately pay 
the ferry’s operating costs.13 The electric ferry’s higher risk of cost overruns could undermine this 
forecasted savings.14 
 
4. Environment. The existing ferry is loud because its engines sit on the main deck in acoustically 
leaky boxes. A new diesel ferry with engines below decks might reduce airborne noise,15 and a new 
electric ferry might minimize airborne noise,16 but its propellers are still the main source of 
underwater noise.17 
 
A recent study of the existing ferry found that the crew’s exposures to engine-related air pollutants 
complied with state and federal guidelines, except for one exceedance caused by ambient organic 
carbon.18 A new diesel ferry with carefully designed exhaust stacks might reduce onboard air 
pollutant exposures,19 and a new electric ferry might minimize onboard exposures.20 Downtown 
Anacortes enjoys “good” to “moderate” air quality 353 to 363 days a year,21 so an electric ferry may 
not measurably improve local air quality. 
 
Electrification could eliminate most of the Guemes ferry’s operational carbon dioxide emissions if 
Puget Sound Energy follows its latest decarbonization plan.22 This great outcome may preclude an 
even better outcome because Skagit County is competing for limited funds.23 
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A project’s ability to combat climate change can be measured by the cost per ton of CO2 emissions 
that it prevents.24 The lower a project’s cost per ton, the more CO2 can be eliminated on a finite 
budget. 
 
When we divide the electric ferry’s nominal life-cycle cost premium ($3 million) by the diesel ferry’s 
avoided lifetime operational CO2 emissions (54,000 tons),25 we get $56 per ton. At $11 to $37 per 
ton nationally ($23 locally),26 renewable electricity is one of many mature, scalable technologies that 
might do more for the climate. 
 
An electric Guemes ferry offers lower operational CO2 emissions, quieter and cleaner air for crew 
and passengers and potentially lower fares. Yet it is also riskier, less reliable and costlier overall to 
American taxpayers. It may not be the most effective way to fight climate change today. 
 
It is difficult to build what has been called “a ferry of tomorrow”27 while electric vessel technologies 
are still evolving.28 We could offer a test-bed for today’s technologies,29 although similar tests are 
already underway on more resilient ferry routes. 
 
– Brent Morrison is licensed naval architect and marine engineer in Anacortes. He wrote this 
column on his own behalf.30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 To keep this column simple, I have used the general term “electric ferry” to describe Skagit 

County’s proposed ferry design that draws most of its energy from the electrical grid.  These 
endnotes make more specific differentiations when needed. 

2 Skagit County.  Resolution R20150428.  2015-12-29.  Available [2019-10-10]: 
http://www.skagitcounty.net/Common/Documents/LFDocs/COMMISSIONERS000005/00/ 
01/2a/00012ac9.pdf 

3 In 2017, Skagit County selected Glosten, a Seattle-based maritime engineering firm, to design the 
new electric ferry.  That same year, Glosten evaluated five different propulsion system options in 
the Concept Design Report.  Of those five systems, three are most relevant: 

1. A “geared diesel” ferry that was considered the “baseline” for comparison, because it is 
fundamentally the most similar to the ferry in service today (Section 3.5.3 on pp. 33-34). 

2. An “all-electric” ferry that relied entirely on shore-charged batteries (Sections 3.5.4.3 on p. 
37 and 3.5.5.5 on pp. 43-44). 
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3. A “plug-in hybrid” ferry that relied mostly on shore-charged batteries but also carried two 

backup generators for greater operational flexibility (Sections 3.4.5.4 on p. 38 and 3.5.5.5 on 
pp. 43-44). 

See: Glosten.  Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Concept Design Report.  2017-12-11.  Available 
[2017-12-30]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/ 
designreport/1b_Concept%20Design%20Report.pdf 

From 2011 to 2019, I worked for Glosten.  I first commented publicly on the Guemes ferry 
replacement project in 2014, before Glosten became involved.  In 2016, when Glosten sensed an 
opportunity to bid on the project, I stopped speaking publicly about the ferry.  In 2017, I 
contributed to the Guemes ferry replacement project as an employee of Glosten, most notably in 
terms of ridership analysis, history, preliminary powering, and preliminary stability.  In 2019, I left 
Glosten to start my own independent engineering practice back home in Anacortes, and I began 
speaking publicly about the ferry again.  I did not personally produce the numbers or quotations 
taken from Glosten’s documents for this column or its endnotes—i.e., I am not quoting myself. 

Skagit County and Glosten have produced (and Skagit county has publicly released) several 
additional reports, drawings, and memoranda since my departure.  Many of them are cited herein. 

4 Glosten analyzed the five propulsion system options for the initial concept design, which had a 
capacity of 32 cars.  Skagit County later chose to pursue a 28-car electric concept, and that design 
has evolved over time.  There is no longer an up-to-date formal comparison between electric and 
diesel options.  These endnotes identify where I have made adjustments to represent the 
comparison as accurately as possible with the latest publicly available information. 

5 Section 5.2 (p. 31) of the Transportation System Assessment describes the Guemes ferry’s 
response to the Jennings/Haena-Vickers house fire, which was one of the most energy-intensive 
emergency responses in the existing ferry’s history: “To respond to an emergency such as the 2012 
fire, an energy reserve of 50-100% above that required for a normal one day of operation would 
be necessary.  This is easily achieved on a diesel-powered ferry, as they typically carry several days 
if not weeks’ worth of fuel.”  If this extremely energy-intensive emergency response is “easily 
achieved,” then Skagit County’s less energy-intensive standard emergency response scenarios, 
which are laid out in Section 5.2.1 (pp. 31-32), would also be “easily achieved.”  See: Glosten.  
Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Transportation System Assessment.  Rev. –, 2017-12-14.  
Available [2020-01-04]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/ 
Documents/designreport/2b_Transportation%20System%20Assessment.pdf 

6 Per Section 3.6.1.4 (pp. 48-49) of the Concept Design Report (endnote 3): “Emergency scenarios 
are described in Section 4.8.  The existing vessel is capable of providing a variety of response 
scenarios, and it is assumed that the replacement vessel must also be able to do so.  The all-electric 
and plug-in hybrid propulsion systems make this requirement difficult to meet.”  The emergency 
response scenarios described in Section 4.8 (pp. 76-77) of the Concept Design Report are the 
same scenarios described in Section 5.2.1 (pp. 31-32) of the Transportation System Assessment, so 
the quotations in endnotes 5 and 6 can be applied to an equivalent standard of performance. 

7 Batteries store significantly less energy than diesel fuel does for the same weight or cost, both 
before and after accounting for downstream system efficiency (e.g., motors or engines) and 
permissible depth of discharge.  The technical, financial, and practical implications of these 
differences are laid out in Section 5.2 (p. 31) of the Transportation System Assessment (endnote 
5). 
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8 Unless noted otherwise, my use of the term “diesel ferry” in this column refers to a “baseline” 

geared diesel ferry described in endnote 3. 
9 Readers may find it instructive to compare and contrast the three most relevant system diagrams, 

with particular attention paid to the number of onboard backup generators: 

1. There is no onboard backup generator in the system diagrams for the all-electric concept in 
Figures 26 (p. 37) and 32 (p. 44) in the Concept Design Report (endnote 3). 

2. There are two onboard backup generators in the system diagrams for the plug-in hybrid 
concept in Figures 27 (p. 38) and 31 (p. 43) in the Concept Design Report. 

3. There is one onboard backup generator in Skagit County’s latest system diagram in Figure 1 
(p. 3) of the Vessel RFI in Appendix E of the Preliminary Design Report.  See: Glosten.  
Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Preliminary Design Report.  2021-02-12.  Available 
[2021-04-22]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/ 
042120Update/01%20-%20Preliminary%20Design%20Report.pdf 

Appendix B in the Concept Design Report contains the only publicly available risk analysis for the 
new Guemes ferry.  The risk score calculation process for the all-electric and plug-in hybrid ferries 
demonstrates that the number of backup generators aboard the ferry and the level of grid reliance 
affect the total risk score.  It therefore seems likely that the risk score of the latest electric ferry 
design (with one backup generator and substantial grid reliance) would fit somewhere between the 
risk score of the all-electric concept (with no backup generator and more grid reliance) and the risk 
score of the plug-in hybrid concept (with two backup generators and less grid reliance). 

According to Table 23 (p. 53) of the Concept Design Report, the “reliability and availability” score 
is calculated as the “lowest risk of all options divided by the individual option risk such that the 
lowest risk option receives a score of 1.”  This definition yields two important points: 

1. The Concept Design Report defines “reliability and availability” as the inverse of risk. 

2. The Concept Design Report defines the relative reliability of two propulsion systems as the 
inverse quotient of their “combined systems risk” scores, or as the quotient of their 
“reliability and availability” scores.  Both methods are algebraically equivalent, and they 
should yield the same number. 

Exhibit 2 presents the “combined systems risk” scores (Concept Design Report Appendix B as 
well as Table 26, p. 56) and the “reliability and availability” scores (Concept Design Report Table 
28, p. 58) for the relevant design options, as well as my calculation of a diesel ferry’s reliability 
relative to the electric alternatives.  The relative reliabilities on the upper row should match the 
relative reliabilities on the lower row.  They do not match, which suggests that there could be a 
miscalculation in the Concept Design Report. 

Exhibit 2.  Comparison of Skagit County’s risk and reliability scores 

 
Geared 
Diesel 

All-
electric 

Plug-in 
hybrid 

Geared Diesel vs. 
All-electric 

Geared Diesel vs. 
Plug-in Hybrid 

Combined Systems Risk 3992.2 8470.0 5993.4 +112% = 
1–(8470.0÷3992.2) 

+50% = 
1–(5993.4÷3992.2) 

Reliability & Availability 0.64 0.34 0.41 +88% = 
1–(0.64÷0.34) 

+56% = 
1–(0.64÷0.41) 
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The diesel ferry’s smallest relative reliability increase in the two right-hand columns in Exhibit 2 is 
50%, which is why I say that “a diesel ferry is at least 50% more reliable than an electric ferry.”  
Since the latest ferry design probably fits somewhere between the all-electric and plug-in hybrid 
ferry concepts, the diesel ferry’s relative reliability may be more than 50% greater. 

10 Table 23 (p. 53) in the Concept Design Report (endnote 3) discusses the criteria for assessing the 
“additional risk” from “design and build complexity” (per endnote 9, the Concept Design Report 
defines risk and reliability as the inverse of one another).  The description applied to the geared 
diesel concept (with the most favorable “design and build complexity” score of 1, per Table 28, p. 
57) includes the adjectives “proven” and “common.” 

The all-electric and plug-in hybrid concepts have the least favorable “design and build complexity” 
score of 0, per Table 28 (p. 57) in the Concept Design Report.  Thus, the electric options are the 
most “complex” and the diesel option is the least “complex.”  Per Merriam-Webster, “simple” is 
an antonym for “complex.”  In the Concept Design Report, the geared diesel ferry’s electrical 
system is described as “relatively simple” in Section 2.8 (p. 16), and the geared diesel ferry’s 
propulsion system is described as “simple” in Section 3.5.3 (p. 33). 

The difference in system complexities can be seen in the three diagrams referenced in endnote 9, 
and in the risk calculation table in Appendix B of the Concept Design Report. 

11 Here are three examples of electric ferry “firsts” with which I am familiar from my research in late 
2019: 

1. The world’s first electric car ferry (Norled Ampere) shares its route with two diesel ferries.  
There is also an alternative 583-mile road route as well as two alternative ferry crossings, and 
there are medical facilities near the terminals on either side of the crossing.  See any mapping 
website as well as: Sean Puchalski.  “All-electric Car Ferry.”  Electric & Hybrid Marine 
Technology International.  2015-04.  Available [2019-12-09]: http://viewer.zmags.com/ 
publication/3e159aac#/3e159aac/86 

2. The United States’ first electric car ferry (Gee’s Bend) is the only ferry on its route.  It was out 
of service for more than a year while it was retrofitted with electric propulsion, so it may not 
be considered essential (it now makes four to five round-trips per day).  There is an 
alternative 38-mile road route, and there are medical facilities on both sides of the crossing, 
although the more rural side of the crossing is farther away from medical facilities.  See any 
mapping website as well as: News 5 WKRG.  “Alabama Ferry Makes History as First All-
electric Vehicle Ferry in America.”  2019-04-10.  Available [2019-09-11]: 
https://www.wkrg.com/mobile-county/alabama-ferry-makes-history-as-first-all-electric-
vehicle-ferry-in-america/ 

3. Washington State Ferries’ (WSF’s) first hybrid-electric project involves converting two of the 
three diesel-electric Jumbo Mark II ferries, which run between Bainbridge Island and Seattle, 
to diesel-battery hybrid one at a time.  The hybrid ferries will run exclusively on diesel for a 
few years.  The third Bainbridge ferry would be left intact as a diesel-electric ferry.  Two 
ferries actively serve the Bainbridge route daily, while the third ferry is kept on standby at 
WSF’s maintenance facility right next to the Bainbridge terminal.  There is an alternative 92-
mile road route, and there are medical facilities on both sides of the crossing.  See any 
mapping website as well as: Elliott Bay Design Group.  Jumbo Mark II Class Hybrid 
Integration Study.  Rev. A, 2020-01-17.  Available [2021-10-16]: https://wsdot.wa.gov/sites/ 
default/files/2020/09/15/WSF-HybridSystemIntegrationStudy.pdf 
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12 The lifecycle cost is the sum of a project’s lifetime capital cost (viz. initial construction cost) and 

lifetime operating cost, expressed in present-day dollars.  The Concept Design Report of late 2017 
(endnote 3) contains the only publicly available lifecycle cost calculation for the range of 
propulsion system options considered, and it is based on a 32-car ferry. 

Since that time, the design of the electric ferry has evolved in ways that reduced its capital cost, per 
the 28-car Options Cost Estimate of early 2018.  The ferry is now smaller, with a capacity of 28 
cars rather than 32 cars.  It now also has “limited” shore charging capabilities, for which an 
onboard backup generator partially compensates.  See: Glosten.  Project Memorandum: 28-car 
Options Cost Estimate.  2018-03-30.  Available [2019-10-28]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/ 
PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/17097-043-02%20GIFR%2028- 
Car%20Cost%20Project%20Memorandum.pdf 

The most recent publicly available nominal capital cost estimate for a 32-car electric ferry system is 
$21.8 million.  It appears in the Ferry Size Memo of early 2019.  This memo also estimates the 28-
car electric ferry system’s nominal capital cost at $19.0 million, which matches Skagit County’s 
contemporary cost estimates for the design that it has chosen to pursue.  Thus, I have assumed 
that the Ferry Size Memo presents the capital costs of equivalent 32- and 28-car electric ferry 
systems that embody Skagit County’s present design intentions. 

1. Skagit County.  “Guemes Island Ferry Replacement Project: Replacement Ferry Size.”  2019-
02-15.  Available [2020-09-28]: ftp://ftp.skagitcounty.net/countycommissioners/ 
documents/agendapackets/02252019/ 

2. Skagit County.  “Skagit County Ferry Replacement News.”  2019-05.  Available [2019-10-
02]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/newsletter/ 
newsletter052319.pdf 

 The only publicly available capital cost estimate for a 32-car geared diesel ferry appears in the 
Engineer’s Cost Estimate of late 2017.  I used this cost estimate to create the nominal capital cost 
estimate comparison in Exhibit 3.  The electric ferry system costs roughly $6 million more upfront 
than the diesel ferry system does.  See: Glosten.  Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Engineer’s 
Cost Estimate.  Rev. –, 2017-11-30.  Available [2018-07-16]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/ 
PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/designreport/ 
2c_Engineers%20Cost%20Estimate.pdf 

Exhibit 3.  Ferry system nominal capital cost estimates ($ million) 
 Electric Diesel Note or Source (if not the Ferry Size Memo) 

Terminal upgrades 1.700 1.700 Upgrades unrelated to propulsion system 
Electric capital cost 4.200 0.000 No shoreside electric system for diesel ferry 
Vessel capital cost 15.900 14.212 Engineer’s Cost Estimate (for diesel ferry) 

Total capital cost 21.800 15.912 Sum of above lines 
Cost difference +5.888 for electric Electric – Diesel total capital costs 

 

There is roughly a two-year gap between the electric and diesel ferry cost estimates.  It is not clear 
whether these cost estimates represent the same level of design refinement and the same point in 
time relative to inflation.  These factors could affect the results of the capital and lifecycle cost 
comparisons. 
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The Concept Design Report contains the only publicly available comparison of nominal lifetime 
propulsion system operating costs (p. A-2).  These partial ferry system operating cost estimates 
include the costs that are likely to differ between different propulsion systems, such as the cost of 
electricity or diesel fuel (p. 46). 

Per endnote 9, the latest electric ferry design exhibits characteristics of both the all-electric concept 
and the plug-in hybrid concept: 

1. In an email to me on 2019-10-29, ferry manager Rachel Rowe told me that “we are pursuing 
the all-electric option - we will be running on batteries 99% of the time, and only using the 
generator for power outages, inclement weather days other emergency scenarios.”  Taking 
“batteries” as a metonymical reference to grid power, I have assumed that the proposed 
electric ferry’s operating costs are most similar to those of the all-electric ferry concept.  
(Skagit County’s engineering documents seem to indicate a maximum of 95% reliance on 
grid power, per p. 48 in the Concept Design Report and Table 4 (p. 8) of the Vessel RFI in 
Appendix E of the Preliminary Design Report (endnote 9)). 

2. Per the second paragraph of this endnote, Skagit County’s electric ferry design has moved 
toward a “limited” charging system that requires less shore battery capacity.  The total ship 
and shore battery capacity of the 32-car “limited” concept (1.8 MWh) more closely 
resembles the total ship and shore battery capacity of the 32-car plug-in hybrid concept (1.7 
MWh) than the total ship and shore battery capacity of the 32-car all-electric concept (2.5 
MWh).  Since the “repower” costs for the all-electric and plug-in hybrid options are 
composed entirely of battery replacement costs, I have substituted the plug-in hybrid 
concept’s “repower” cost, because it better reflects the quantity of batteries needing 
replacement.  (WAC 136-400-030 requires traditional repowers (i.e., engine replacements) to 
be classified as capital expenditures, but it does not yet provide specific guidance regarding 
battery replacements for electric vessels.) 

Exhibit 4 presents the estimated 32-car electric and diesel ferries’ nominal propulsion system 
lifetime operating costs, based on the assumption that the proposed electric ferry is similar to the 
all-electric ferry concept other than its battery inventory, which is similar to the plug-in hybrid 
ferry concept.  The electric ferry’s operating cost is roughly $3 million lower than the diesel ferry’s 
operating cost is. 

Exhibit 4.  Propulsion system nominal lifetime operating cost estimates ($ million) 
 Electric Diesel 

Subtotal 9.055 11.280 
Remove all-electric “repower” –2.886 — 
Add plug-in hybrid “repower” +2.075 — 

Total operating cost 8.244 11.280 
Cost difference –3.036 for electric 

  

Exhibit 5 presents the ferry system nominal partial lifecycle cost estimates as the sums of the 
nominal ferry system capital costs and the nominal propulsion system lifetime operating costs.  
The electric ferry costs roughly $3 million more than the diesel ferry does over the life of the 
vessel. 
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Exhibit 5.  Ferry system nominal partial lifecycle cost estimates ($ million) 
 Electric Diesel Electric – Diesel 

Program capital cost 21.800 15.912 +5.888 
Propulsion operating cost 8.244 11.280 –3.036 

Partial lifecycle cost 30.044 27.192 +2.852 
  
13 Skagit County seems to receive reimbursements from various state agencies for roughly half of its 

total operating expenses, so the electric ferry’s forecasted $3 million savings in operating costs may 
be split roughly 50/50 between Skagit County and state taxpayers.  Skagit County has traditionally 
sought reimbursement for its half of operating costs through ferry fares, so Skagit County’s $1.5 
million share of the electric ferry’s lifetime operating cost savings—if it materializes as planned—
may potentially be given back to riders of the Guemes ferry through lower fares, at a net cost of 
$4.4 million to American taxpayers.  See page 3 in the 2021 Revenue Target Report: Skagit County.  
2021 Ferry Fare Revenue Target Report.  2021-04-30.  Available [2021-07-29]: 
https://skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerry/Documents/ 
2021%20Ferry%20Fare%20Revenue%20Target%20Report.pdf 

14 See Tables 23 (p. 53) and 28 (p. 57) in the Concept Design Report (endnote 3).  There is 
“significant additional risk” to build the all-electric and plug-in hybrid ferries (score = 0) relative to 
a baseline geared diesel ferry (score = 1, “no additional risk”). 

Per Table 23 (p. 53) in the Concept Design Report: “The design and build complexity of the vessel 
may affect cost of engineering to complete the design, cost to complete build [sic] the vessel and 
shore side infrastructure, and impact the schedule of design and building.”  Thus, the electric ferry 
poses “significant additional risk” of cost overruns. 

Exhibit 6 presents the latest publicly available “low,” “nominal” (which Skagit County publicizes), 
and “high” (or “contingent”) capital cost estimates for the 28-car electric ferry system.  Per the 
articles cited later in endnote 23, it appears that Skagit County is only seeking external funding for 
the project’s nominal capital cost, which could leave capital cost overruns on Skagit County’s 
balance sheet.  The 28-car electric ferry’s forecasted potential construction cost overruns ($5.7 
million per Exhibit 6) are 1.9 times the 32-car electric ferry’s forecasted lifetime operating cost 
savings ($3.0 million per Exhibit 4; the 28-car electric ferry’s savings might be less).  Although a 
diesel ferry would also incur some risk of construction cost overruns, the risks (per this endnote) 
and costs (per endnote 12) are both lower, which results in a lower expected value for 
construction cost overruns.  It is not clear how Skagit County would pay for the potential capital 
cost overruns shown in Exhibit 6.  See: 

1. Glosten.  Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Preliminary Shoreside Cost Estimate.  2021-
02-12.  Available [2021-04-22]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/ 
PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/042120Update/03%20-
%20Preliminary%20Shore%20Side%20Cost%20Estimate.pdf 

2. Glosten.  Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Preliminary Vessel Cost Estimate.  2021-02-12.  
Available [2021-04-22]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/ 
Documents/042120Update/02%20-%20Preliminary%20Vessel%20Cost%20Estimate.pdf 

3. Glosten.  Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Preliminary Contingent Vessel Cost Estimate.  
2021-06-30.  Available [2021-09-12]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/ 
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PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/042120Update/05%20-
%20Preliminary%20Contingent%20Vessel%20Cost%20Estimate.pdf 

Exhibit 6.  28-car ferry system capital cost estimate range ($ million) 
 Low Nominal High 

Shoreside capital cost 5.054 5.955 7.323 
Vessel capital cost 12.530 13.557 17.903 

Total capital cost 17.584 19.512 25.226 

Relative to nominal cost –1.928 — +5.714 
  

There is also the possibility of operating cost overruns too.  In endnote 9, we established the 
electric and hybrid ferries’ higher probabilities of component failures.  In endnote 12, we 
established the electric ferry’s higher capital cost.  Taken together, these results suggest the 
potential for more frequent repairs with costlier parts (i.e., a higher expected value for repair 
costs).  An electric ferry’s outages may last longer while parts and technicians are summoned for a 
“rare propulsion system worldwide” (Concept Design Report 53), resulting in higher Arrow 
Launch charter fees and more lost vehicle revenue. 

15 The concept design for the new diesel Guemes ferry indicates that the propulsion engines would 
be installed belowdecks.  A new diesel Guemes ferry with engines belowdecks in well-insulated 
machinery spaces could probably have noise levels similar to those of other modern diesel ferries, 
although the Coast Guard points out that “reducing noise levels generally becomes increasingly 
more difficult on smaller vessels.”  See: 

1. Glosten.  Guemes Island Ferry Replacement: Concept General Arrangement.  Rev. –, 2017-
12-11.  Available [2018-06-02]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/ 
PublicWorksFerryReplacement/Documents/designreport/ 
1c_Concept%20Design%20Drawings%20-%20GA.pdf 

2. “NVIC 12-82: Recommendations on Control of Excessive Noise.”  1982-06-02.  Available 
[2020-02-16]: https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Documents/5p/5ps/NVIC/ 
1982/n12-82.pdf 

Based on my unofficial measurements with a smartphone application, average ambient interior 
sound pressure levels appear to be 15 dB lower on the modern diesel ferries Salish and Samish 
relative to Guemes, and average ambient exterior sound pressure levels appear to be 10 dB lower.  
These measurements were taken during the cruise phase of the voyage, when ambient noise is 
generally the highest and can be credited to many sources.  The differences between ambient noise 
on the existing ferry versus a new diesel ferry may vary through different voyage phases. 

16 Page 53 of the Concept Design Report (endnote 3) contains a qualitative scoring system for 
airborne vessel noise based on how often engine noise would be present onboard the vessel.  The 
results are published in Table 28 (p. 57).  The electric and hybrid ferries have higher scores (i.e., 
less airborne noise) than the diesel ferries do, because their engines operate less often.  The extent 
to which engine noise would contribute to the new Guemes ferry’s total airborne noise signature is 
not clear, but it seems plausible that the new ferry would emit less airborne noise without engines 
running, especially when aerodynamic and hydrodynamic noise are not significant contributors. 
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17 Per p. 15 in the BUILD Grant Application: “Most underwater noise emitted by marine vessels is 

from propellers, especially from the cavitation that can occur with highly loaded propellers and the 
pressure pulses from passing propeller blades.”  See: Skagit County.  Guemes Island Ferry 
Replacement Project (Electric): 2018 BUILD Discretionary Grants Program Application.  2018-
07.  Available [2020-05-17]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/ 
Documents/BUILD_Grant%20Application_Website%208.8.18.pdf 

 “Importantly, electrification would not eliminate the main source of vessel noise: cavitation from 
propellers [Aktas et al 2016].”  See page 12 in: Washington State Academy of Sciences.  Summary 
of Key Research Findings about Underwater Noise and Vessel Disturbance.  2020-08.  Available 
[2020-10-30]: https://wdfw.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/reportwsas_srkw_summary.pdf 

18 In 2019, Skagit County contracted EHS International to conduct a study of daily air pollutant 
exposures for Guemes ferry workers and ambient air quality for workers and passengers.  The 
captain and one deckhand wore monitoring equipment for 10 hours per day on three days in 
September 2019.  On those same days, ambient air monitors were installed in crew and passenger 
spaces. 

The study found that the ferry crew’s daily 10-hour exposures were within permissible limits, 
except for one monitored pollutant on one day, in which case “it’s likely the source was not the 
M/V Guemes engines and/or generator.”  Ambient particulates in enclosed crew and passenger 
spaces were “within normal levels for occupied buildings, but slightly exceed typical particulate 
levels for brief periods of time.”  Ambient hydrocarbons in enclosed crew and passenger spaces 
“were well below PELs [permissible exposure limits] for any of the contaminants included in the 
analysis.”  The full summary paragraphs from page 13 of the report are reproduced below.  See: 
EHS International.  Skagit County Guemes Island Ferry Worker Exposure Ambient Air 
Assessment.  2019-10-30.  Available by request from Skagit County. 

Regarding crew daily exposures: “The results of the monitoring indicate that none of the workers’ 
exposures for CPTV [sic, coal tar pitch volatiles (CTPV), a component of diesel exhaust] or UL 
[unleaded gasoline vapors] exceeded the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries 
Division of Occupational Safety and Health (L&I DOSH) or U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) permissible exposure limits (PEL). Additionally, although not enforceable 
for the ferry workers, the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) has established 
permissible exposure limits for DPM [diesel particulate matter, a component of diesel exhaust] of 
160 micrograms per cubic meter of total carbon (160 μg/m3 TC) and 350 μg/m3 of elemental 
carbon (EC). The EC limit was not exceeded, but the TC was exceeded on September 26th [180 
μg/m3]; however, based on the high organic carbon (OC) component [160 μg/m3], it’s likely the 
source was not the M/V Guemes engines and/or generator.” 

Regarding ambient air quality: “The ambient air quality measurements for the passenger enclosure, 
the purser office/crew lounge, and the pilot house for temperature and relative humidity are 
typical of results for measurements in occupied spaces in most office and commercial buildings 
and meet the American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 
55 – 2017 Human Occupancy requirements. Both carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide 
requirements [sic; the author may have intended to say “levels” or “measurements”] were well 
below the L&I DOSH and OSHA permissible exposure limits and the carbon dioxide levels also 
meet the ASHRAE Standard 62 – 2001, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality. Average 
total particulates ≥0.3 μΦ/CF are within normal levels for occupied buildings, but slightly exceed 
typical particulate levels for brief periods of time, in all three occupied spaces.” 
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“Total hydrocarbons in all three occupied spaces for TWA10 [10-hour time-weighted average 
exposure] were all less than the laboratory’s reporting limits of 1.8 to 1.9 ppm and were well below 
PELs for any of the contaminants included in the analysis.” 

19 Figure 1 (p. 1) in the Concept Design Report (endnote 3) shows the exhaust stacks located high 
and amidships on the 32-car ferry concept design.  These stacks are significantly higher than the 
stacks on the existing ferry, which have already been extended relative to their original design. 

Computational fluid dynamics could be used to determine the positions and shapes of exhaust 
stacks and their surrounding structures to minimize exhaust gas concentrations aboard the ferry in 
prevailing weather conditions.  See: Sunho Park (Korea Maritime and Ocean University) et al.  
“Parametric Study on Ship’s Exhaust-gas Behavior Using Computational Fluid Dynamics.”  
Engineering Applications of Computational Fluid Mechanics 11(1):159-171.  2017-01.  Available 
[2021-07-28]: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/ 
311499925_Parametric_study_on_ship%27s_exhaust-
gas_behavior_using_computational_fluid_dynamics 

20 Table 23 (p. 53) in the Concept Design Report (endnote 3) contains a scoring system for vessel air 
emissions based on engine running time.  The results are published in Table 28 (p. 57).  The 
electric and hybrid ferries have higher scores (i.e., less vessel air emissions) than the diesel ferries 
do, because their engines operate for fewer hours.  It seems plausible that a vessel would offer 
lower onboard air pollutant exposures if it had less installed engine power and the engine or 
engines ran less frequently. 

21 I analyzed a custom dataset, supplied by the Department of Ecology, containing daily air quality 
summary statistics recorded between May 2015 and May 2020 in Anacortes.  The sensor package 
is maintained by the Northwest Clean Air Agency.  During the time the dataset was recorded, the 
sensor package was located at 2nd Street and O Avenue, 2,300 feet east by north of the Anacortes 
terminal for the Guemes ferry.  An air quality index of 0 to 50 is considered “good,” and an index 
of 51 to 100 is considered “moderate.”  The air quality index was reported to be “good” on 96.8% 
of days in the dataset and either “moderate” or “good” on 99.6% of days in the dataset.  96.8% × 
365.25 days/yr = 353 days/yr.  99.6% × 365.25 days/yr = 363 days/yr.  See: 

1. Washington State Department of Ecology.  “Washington Air Quality Advisory.”  N.d.  
Available [2020-04-19]: https://ecology.wa.gov/Research-Data/Monitoring-
assessment/Washington-Air-Quality-Advisory 

2. Washington State Department of Ecology.  “Washington’s Air Monitoring Network.”  
Version 2.73.4.19, N.d.  Available [2020-04-19]: https://enviwa.ecology.wa.gov/report/ 
SingleStationReport 

3. United States Environmental Protection Agency.  “Air Quality Index (AQI) Basics.”  N.d.  
Available [2021-04-20]: https://www.airnow.gov/aqi/aqi-basics/ 

22 There is no publicly available CO2 emissions comparison for the 28-car ferry, nor is there a 
publicly available comparison for anything other than the 32-car diesel-electric and all-electric ferry 
options based on Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE’s) energy blend in 2017.  This comparison is found 
in Table 8 (p. 14) in the BUILD Grant Application (endnote 17).  According to Table 8, an all-
electric ferry would reduce CO2 emissions by 34% (1 – 898 tons ÷ 1,352 tons) relative to a diesel-
electric ferry.  (The tons in this table are identified as short tons of 2,000 lb.) 
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There are several caveats to this comparison: 

1. According to Table 18 (p. 49) in the Concept Design Report (endnote 3), the diesel-electric 
ferry burns 24% more fuel than the baseline geared diesel ferry does, which translates to 
24% more direct CO2 emissions than the baseline geared diesel ferry would emit. 

2. Although the BUILD Grant Application does not clarify whether it accounts for upstream 
(well-to-tank) emissions from extracting, refining, and transporting the diesel fuel, the ratio 
of annual CO2 emissions to annual fuel consumption (1,352 tons × 2,000 lb/ton ÷ 124,000 
gal = 21.8 lb/gal) suggests that it might not have, because it approximately matches the 
federal government’s present standard assumption for diesel fuel combustion (22.5 lb/gal).  
See: U.S. Energy Information Administration.  “Carbon Dioxide Emissions Coefficients.”  
2021-09-16.  Available [2021-11-08]: https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/ 
co2_vol_mass.php 

3. Keith Faretra of PSE told me in a phone call on 2021-04-26 that PSE’s recent emissions 
inventories account for upstream (well-to-gate) emissions from extracting, refining, and 
transporting its fuels.  Thus, the BUILD Grant Application may not have made an 
equivalent comparison, because upstream electricity emissions were accounted for but 
upstream diesel emissions might not have been. 

4. I have found in my own research that diesel fuel’s additional well-to-tank emissions may be 
approximately ¼ of its direct emissions from combustion, which means that the BUILD 
Grant Application may coincidentally have set up an equivalent comparison between the all-
electric ferry and the geared diesel ferry, because the diesel-electric ferry uses 24% more fuel 
than the geared diesel ferry does (thus the factors roughly cancel out). 

5. In the years since the BUILD Grant Application was released, PSE has announced a massive 
decarbonization effort to comply with new legislation known as the Energy Independence 
Act and the Clean Energy Transformation Act.  This upcoming change in the forecasted 
electricity emissions rate renders obsolete Skagit County’s electric ferry emissions estimate in 
the BUILD Grant Application.  PSE’s latest Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) predicts carbon 
neutrality by 2030 (Figure 1-5, p. 1-15).  See: PSE.  2021 PSE Integrated Resource Plan.  
2021-04.  Available [2021-04-19]: https://oohpseirp.blob.core.windows.net/media/ 
Default/Reports/2021/Final/IRP21_Chapter%20Book%20Compressed_033021.pdf 

6. Parenthetically, p. 8-28 of the IRP clarifies PSE’s intention to exercise the 2%-per-annum 
consumer price increase (net of inflation) authorized by the Clean Energy Transformation 
Act, which would increase the electric ferry’s operating cost relative to Skagit County’s 
predictions, which assumed stable electricity and diesel prices net of inflation (“current 
consumable prices” per Section 3.6, p. 46, Concept Design Report).  With a 2% price 
increase per annum net of inflation, electricity prices would exceed the bounds of Skagit 
County’s sensitivity analysis in eight years (Section 3.8, pp. 58-61, Concept Design Report).  
To be fair, diesel prices have been more volatile than electricity prices historically, and diesel 
prices seem to face a more uncertain future.  See: Washington State Legislature.  “WAC 194-
40-230: Compliance Using Two Percent Incremental Cost of Compliance.”  2020-12-29.  
Available [2021-04-19]: https://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=194-40-230 

7. The 28-car ferry appears to use less energy than the 32-car ferry does, per the 28-car Options 
Cost Estimate (endnote 12).  The 28-car ferry’s energy use has been further reduced from 
the concept stage by means of hull optimization.  This reduction in energy use results in a 
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reduction in emissions for both the electric and diesel ferry concepts.  See: Glosten.  
“Guemes Island Ferry Replacement Project: Preliminary Design Update.”  2021-03-16.  
Available [2021-04-24]: https://www.skagitcounty.net/PublicWorksFerryReplacement/ 
Documents/BCC_16Mar2021_FRPPrelimDesignUpdate.pdf 

Since I want to cite Skagit County’s findings as directly as possible, I will simply assume that a 
nominal 32-car diesel Guemes ferry emits 1,352 tons of CO2 per year.  And since I want to be 
indisputably fair to the electric ferry concept, I will simply assume that it is completely emissions-
free—even though there will be some net emissions from PSE’s electricity prior to 2030 and from 
the electric ferry’s backup generator (recall endnotes 9 and 12). 

As far as I know, Skagit County and its engineers have not considered the emissions from vessel 
and terminal construction and maintenance, which may vary by propulsion system type.  Thus, I 
always clarify in this column that I am discussing operational CO2 emissions. 

23 Here are five discussions of Skagit County’s pursuit of competitive funding sources, through 
which the electric ferry’s environmental benefits have often been a focal point: 

1. Briana Alzola.  “Guemes Island Ferry Project Moving Ahead Despite Grant Funding 
Denial.”  Anacortes American.  2019-01-15.  Available [2021-09-26]: 
https://www.goskagit.com/anacortes/news/guemes-island-ferry-project-moving-ahead-
despite-grant-funding-denial/article_7793e676-1920-11e9-9472-5b2205af2167.html 

2. “Skagit County Receives Almost $1 Million for Guemes Island Electric Ferry Project.”  
Skagit Valley Herald.  2020-12-30.  Available [2021-04-16]: https://www.goskagit.com/ 
anacortes/news/skagit-county-receives-almost-1-million-for-guemes-island-electric-ferry-
project/article_0587363a-4a3f-11eb-bc0d-070809b99652.html 

3. Brandon Stone.  “Skagit County OKs Additional Funding for Ferry Design Work.  Skagit 
Valley Herald.  2021-03-22.  Available [2021-04-16]: https://www.goskagit.com/news/ 
local_news/skagit-county-oks-additional-funding-for-ferry-design-work/article_2f2ae556-
5da5-5cf4-b568-548215cfb94c.html 

4. North Sound Transportation Alliance.  Panel Series: Paying for Electric Ferries.  2021-05-21. 

5. Briana Alzola.  “Electric Ferry Funding Hits Federal Setback.”  Anacortes American.  2021-
08-24.  Available [2021-08-29]: https://www.goskagit.com/anacortes/news/electric-ferry-
funding-hits-federal-setback/article_67f90940-052b-11ec-8436-f72ef961a46b.html 

24 Here are four publications in which carbon pricing and the cost per ton of CO2 are discussed: 

1. Per-Anders Enkvist et al. (McKinsey).  A Cost Curve for Greenhouse Gas Reduction.  2007.  
Available [2019-10-09]: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/ 
our-insights/a-cost-curve-for-greenhouse-gas-reduction 

2. Kenneth Gillingham (Yale University) et al.  “The Cost of Reducing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions.”  Journal of Economic Perspectives.  32(4), 2018.  Available [2019-09-17]: 
https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.32.4.53 

3. The World Bank.  “What Is Carbon Pricing?”  N.d.  Available [2019-10-19]: 
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/what-carbon-pricing 
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4. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and World Bank Group.  The 

FASTER Principles for Successful Carbon Pricing.  2015-09.  Available [2019-10-19]: 
https://www.oecd.org/environment/tools-evaluation/FASTER-carbon-pricing.pdf 

25 All tons in the body of this column are short tons of 2,000 pounds.  Per endnote 22, lacking better 
publicly available information and trying to be indisputably fair to the electric ferry, I have 
assumed that the nominal 32-car diesel Guemes ferry would emit 1,352 tons of CO2 per year in 
the course of its operations, and that the nominal 32-car electric Guemes ferry would be 
completely emissions-free in the course of its operations.  In this oversimplified comparison, the 
Guemes ferry system’s operational CO2 emissions reduction by means of the electric ferry would 
thus be equal to the diesel ferry’s avoided lifetime operational CO2 emissions: 1,352 tons/year × 
40 years = 54,080 tons.  Per Section 3.6 (p. 46) of the Concept Design Report (endnote 3), the 
new ferry’s design life is 40 years. 

26 Two Harvard economists recently estimated that the majority of CO2 emissions from U.S. 
electricity production could be eliminated today for a cost between $10 and $34 per metric ton 
($11 and $37 per short ton).  See page 2 in: James Stock and Daniel Stuart (Harvard University).  
“Robust Decarbonization of the US Power Sector: Policy Options.”  2021-04-05.  Available [2021-
06-20]: https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/stock/files/decarbonizing_power_sector_v9.pdf 

With PSE’s Green Power Program, it costs $104.16 per year ($8.68/month × 12 months) to 
reduce CO2 emissions by 9,101 pounds per year (9,104 lb – 2.5 lb), which works out to:  
$104.16 ÷ (9,101 lb ÷ 2,000 lb/ton) = $22.89 per ton.  See: Puget Sound Energy.  “Green Power 
Program.”  N.d.  Available [2021-09-19]: https://www.pse.com/green-options/Renewable-
Energy-Programs/green-power 

27 Anacortes mayor Laurie Gere said “I am excited that you are investing in a ferry of tomorrow.”  
See: “All-electric Ferry Project Getting Close to Full Funding.”  Skagit Valley Herald.  2021-07-07.  
Available [2021-08-20]: https://www.goskagit.com/news/all-electric-ferry-project-getting-close-
to-full-funding/article_ee16c0b5-b9fc-5cee-8dbc-b98c056b595d.html 

28 Per Section 3.5.1 (p. 31) of the Concept Design Report (endnote 3), “Hybrid and electric vessel 
development is an emerging technology.”  Emerging technologies are subject to a host of 
challenges that can affect reliability, cost, functionality, repairability, and forward compatibility.  
Emerging technologies may change quickly when there are high levels of demand and research, 
leading to rapid obsolescence as newer, better versions are developed and released.  Thus, it is 
difficult to build “a ferry of tomorrow” at this moment, because the stable technological platforms 
that would power tomorrow’s electric ferries may not yet exist—or they may not yet be 
differentiable from competing technologies that will fall out of favor.  For example, there are 
ongoing debates regarding electrode chemistry, cell cooling, fire extinction, and motion-
compensated charging.  Skagit County is taking a risk by committing to a set of technological 
platforms today, before it is possible to know which platforms will evolve into widely supported 
maritime standards. 

Battery-electric vessels have existed since at least the 1890s (e.g., the Electric Launch Company 
and the Electric Boat Company), and some of their components (e.g., electric motors) are quite 
mature.  Yet the recent technological advancements that make an electric Guemes ferry possible—
most notably lithium-ion batteries and automated high-power vessel charging systems—are still 
quite new, and they are still evolving: 
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1. Battery technology is a focal point in the latest electric vehicle revolution.  There is presently 

a profusion of investment in battery research and testing to respond to a growing wave of 
demand for batteries with ever-better performance, ever-greater safety, and ever-lower costs.  
This wave of demand is driven primarily by the automotive market, where sales volumes 
justify large research budgets.  Corvus Energy introduced the lithium marine propulsion 
battery in 2009; its design continues to evolve, with foci on thermal protection, cell cooling, 
charge and discharge rates, weight, and cost.  See Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 (pp. 31-33) of the 
Concept Design Report and: Corvus Energy.  “The Corvus Energy Journey.”  N.d.  
Available [2021-08-21]: https://corvusenergy.com/about/history-2/ 

2. In late 2017, the Concept Design Report observed: “There are several options for automatic 
battery charging such as automatic plug-in systems, inductive charging, and pantographs. All 
of these systems are in the pilot project and/or testing phase. Commercially available pre-
engineered solutions are not readily available” (39).  It is not practical to expect technology 
that was in the “pilot” or “testing” phase four years ago to be stable and mature today, 
especially when manufacturers are still experimenting with a variety of designs and the 
quantities of each design that have been manufactured and installed are still so small (and 
their installations so recent). 

29 “We believe that an electric or electric-hybrid ferry is the best technology for future efficient 
operation and to protect our environment.  This technology and these environmental concerns 
coincide with Washington State’s plans to convert their fleet of ferries to more environmentally 
sustainable energy sources.  They view our modest ferry proposal as test case [sic] for their 
planning.”  See: Guemes Island Ferry Committee.  “Ferry Committee BUILD Grant Support.”  
2018-10-25.  Available [2019-03-31]: http://gifc.octopia.com/pages/45379/Ferry-Committee-
BUILD-Grant-Support/ 

30 Per WAC 196-27A-020, this column contains my research and opinions, as substantiated by these 
endnotes.  I wrote this column by myself and on my own behalf, out of my own personal concern 
for the education and welfare of the public and for the condition of the environment.  I gratefully 
thank Skagit Publishing (viz. Colette Weeks) for accepting and patiently refining this column.  See 
endnote 3 for additional information regarding my connection with Glosten, the designer of the 
new Guemes ferry.  I invited Skagit County Public Works and Glosten to review draft versions of 
this column to ensure that it accurately and fairly represented their latest publications, knowledge, 
and intentions.  To my great disappointment, both parties declined. 




